A knowledge-based system uses its database (a k a its "theory") to produce answers to the queries it receives
Introduction
There are many fielded knowledge-based systems, ranging from expert systems and logic programs to production systems and database management systems [Lev84] Each such system uses its database of general informa tion (a k a its "theory") to produce an answer to each given query, this can correspond to retrieving information from a database (eg, finding X such that "(mak«a acne X) & (color X red)") or to providing a diagnosis or repair, based on a given set of symptoms Unfortunately, these responses may be incorrect if the underly ing theory includes erroneous information If we observe that some answers are incorrect (e g , if the patient does not get better, or the proposed repair does not correct the device's faults), we can then ask a human expert to supply the correct answer Theory revision is the process of using such correctly-answered queries to modify the initial theory, to produce a new theory that is more accurate, i e , which will not make those mistakes again, while remaining correct on the other queries Most theory revision algorithms use a set of transformations to hill-chmb through successive theories, until reaching a theory whose accuracy is (locally) optimal, based on a set of correctly-answered queries, c/, [Pol85, MB88, Coh90, OM94, WP93, CS90, LDRG94] This report addresses the obvious question Is there a better approach, which will directly yield the globally optimal theory 7 Section 2 first states the theory revision objective more precisely as finding the theory with the highest accuracy from the space of theories formed by applying a sequence of transformations to a given initial theory, here each transform involves either adding or deleting either a rule or an antecedent It also proves that a polynomial number of training "labeled queries" (each a specific query paired with its correct answer) is sufficient, i e, they provide the information needed to identify a transformation-sequence that will transform the given theory into a new theory whose accuracy is arbitrarily close to optimal, with arbitrarily high probability Section 3 then addresses the computational complexity of the task of finding the optimal (or even near-optimal) revised theory It first proves that the task of computing the optimal theory within this space of theories is intractable, even in trivial contexts -eg, even when dealing with propositional Horn theories, or when considering with only atomic queries, or when considenng onl> a bounded number of transformations, etc 1 We then show that this task cannot even be approximated i e , that no efficient algorithm can find a theory whose inaccuracy is even close to (i e , within a particular small polynomial of) optimum' We also prove that these negative results apply even when we are only generalizing, or only specializing, the initial theory We also discuss the efficiency of other restricted variants of theory revision, throughout, we will assume that P=/NP [GJ79], which implies that any NP-hard problem is intractable This also implies certain approximation claims, presented below providing sharp boundaries that describe exactly when this task is, versus is not, tractable
We view these results as sanctioning the standard approach of using a set of transformations to hill-climb to a local optimum, based on a set of samples The labeled training samples are required to obtain the needed distribution information, and the realization that no tractable algorithm will be able to find the global optimum justifies hill-chmbing to a local optimum, within the space formed using specified transformations While these projects provide empirical evidence of the effectiveness of their specific algorithms, and deal with classification (J e , determining whether a given element is a member of some target class) rather than general derivation, our work formally addresses the complexities inherent in finding the best theory, for handling arbitrary queries Finally, note that, in some cases, our task can require extracting the best consistent sub-theory from a given inconsistent theory From this perspective, our work is related to "Knowledge Representation" form of theory revision, a la Gardenfors [Gar88, AGM85], Katsuno and Mendelzon [KM9l] and many others Our work differs by using the notion of expected accuracy to dictate which of the "revisions" is best 2 Framework
We define a "theory" as a collection of (propositional or first order) Horn clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals, at most one of which is positive Borrowing from [Lev84, DP9l], we also view a theory T as a function that maps each query to its proposed answer, In general, our theories must deal with a range of queries We model this using a stationary, but unknown, probability function Pr "where PT(Q) IS the probability that the query q will be posed Given this distribution, we can compute the "expected accuracy" of a theory, T We will consider various sets of possible theories, where each such T contains the set of theories
There are two challenges to finding such optimal theories The first is baaed on the observation that the expected accuracy of a theory depends on the distribution of queries, which means different theories will be optimal for different distributions While this distribution is not known initially, it can be estimated by observing a set of samples (each a query/answer pan), drawn from that distribution Section 2 2 below discusses the number of samples required to be confident of obtaining the information needed to identify a good with high probability
We are then left with the challenge of computing the best theory, once given this distributional estimate Section 3 addresses the computational complexity of this process, showing that the task is not just intractable, 5 but it is also not approximatable -i e , no efficient algorithm can even find a theory whose expected accuracy is even close (in a sense defined below) to the optimal value We first close this section by describing the transformations we will use to define the various spaces of theories, then discussing the sample complexity of the implied learning process and finally providing the extensions needed to deal with predicate calculus 5 Afl a(T, q) requires computing T(g), which can require proving an arbitrary theorem, this computation alone can be computationally intractable, if not undecidable OUT results show that the task of finding the optimal theory is intractable even given a poly time oracle for these arbitrary derivations Of course, as we are considering only Horn theories, these computations are guaranteed to be poly time in the propositional; case [BCH90] 1164 LEARNING formed by applying various sequences of transformations to a given initial theory, see Section 2 1 below Our challenge is to identify the theory whose expected accuracy is optimal, i e ,
Computational Complexity
Our basic challenge is to produce a theory T op t whose accuracy is as large as possible The previous section supplied the number of samples needed to guarantee, with high probability, that the expected accuracy of the theory whose empirical accuracy is largest, T", will be within € of the expected accuracy of this T op t This section discusses the computational challenge of determining this T,, given this distributional estimate We show first that this task is tractable in degenerate trivial situations when considering (1) only atomic queries posed to a (2) propositional theory and being allowed (3) an arbitrarily large number of modifications to the initial theory, to produce (4) a perfect theory (; e one that returns the correct answer to every query) This task becomes intractable, however, if we remove (essentially) any of these restrictions e g, if we seek optimal {rather than only seeking "perfect") propositions! theories and are allowed to pose Horn queries, or if we consider predicate calculus theories It also remains intractable even if we restrict the number of modifications allowed, which implies that the task of determining the smallest number of modifications required to find a perfect theory is intractable We next show that these tasks are not just intractable but worse, they are not even approximatable, except in the most trivial of situations We also consider two special subtasks by restricting the allowed types of transformations, to consider revision processes that only specialize (respectively, only generalize) the initial theory We show that these tasks, also, are intractable and non-approximatable in essentially all situations, l e, except when all four of the above con ditions hold 
even when there is a Horn theory that correctly labels all of the queries)
The observation that determining such "it-step perfect theories" is NP-hard leads immediately to
Corollary 3 1 It is NP-hard to compute the minimalcost transformation sequence required to produce a perfect theory (i e , to compute the smallest K for which there is c such that even m the propositional case when considering only atomic queries ft is also NP-hard to compute the "minimal-length" transformation, where the length of the transformation sequence is simply kj e , when each transformation has "unit cost"
This negative result shows the intractability of the obvious proposal of using a breath-first transversal of the space of all possible theory revisions First test the initial theory To against the labeled queries, and return T 0 if it is 100% correct If not, then consider all theories formed by applying a single (unit-cost) transformation, and return any perfect and if not, consider all theories in (formed by applying sequences of transformations with cost at most two), and return any perfect and so forth 3 2 Approximatability Many decision problems correspond immediately to optimization problems, for example, the MINGRAPHCOLOR decision problem (given a gTaph G = (N } E) and a positive integer A", can each node be labeled by one of K colors in such a way that no edge connects two nodes of the same color, see [GJ79, pl91(Chromatic Number)]) corresponds to the obvious minimization problem Find the minimal coloring of the given graph G We can simdarly view the decision Droblem as either the maximization problem "Find the whose accuracy is mammal" or the minimization problem "Find the whose inaccuracy is minimal", where a theory's inaccuracy is obviously INA( T ) = 1 -A( T ) (While the maximally accurate theory is also mini mally inaccurate, these two formulations can lead to different approximatability results ) For notation, let (resp , refer to the maximization (resp , minimization) problem Now consider any algorithm B that, given any instance x = (T, S) with initial theory T and labeled training sample S, computes a syntactically legal, but not necessarily optimal, revision Then B's "performance ratio for the instance is defined as In each of these cases, however, there is a trivial polynomial-time algorithm that can produce a theory whose accuracy (n b , not inaccuracy) is within a factor of 2 of optimal That is, using the ratio of an algorithm's accuracy to the optimal value, The companion paper [Gre95a] considers other related cases, including the above special cases in the context where our underlying theories can use the not ( ) operator to return Yes if the specified goal cannot be proven, 1 e , using Negation-as-Failure [Cla78] It also considers the effect of re-ordenng the rules and the antecedents, in the context where such shufflings can affect the answers returned In most of these cases, we show that the cor responding maximization problem is not approximatable within a particular polynomial (The extended [Gre95b] 
Conclusion
A knowledge-based system can produce incorrect answers to quenes if its underlying theory is faulty A "theory revision" system attempts to transform a given theory into a related one that is as accurate as possi ble, using a given set of correctly answered "training quenes"
This report describes both the sample and computational complexity of this task It first provides the number of samples required to obtain the statistics needed to identify a theory (from within a class of theories defined by applying various standard transformations to a given initial theory) whose accuracy will be within e of the optimal theory in this class, with probability at least 1 -6 It then shows that, in general, the task of computing this globally optimal theory is intractable -and worse, that no polynomial time algorithm can be guaranteed to find a solution that is even close to optimal (given the standard P =/ NP assumption) We also present special cases of these tasks, which pin-point exactly when the task becomes tractable 9S, pages 1128-1134, 1993 
